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Passionist Religious (8)

San Angelo

November 3, 1752

Paul of the Cross,

General Superior of the Congregation of the Discalced Clerics of the Passion of Jesus Christ:
The approaching General Chapter has obliged us in virtue of our office, notwithstanding our sickness, to 
take ourselves on a holy Visitation of our Retreats, not only to see and examine whether the observance of 
the Rules and Constitutions is in vigor, but also to make all those provisions so that tepidity does not enter 
and, at the same time, to put in force those means best suited to guard and preserve the regular observance 
of the Rules so that the religious who live in the Retreats will be always more and more fervent and holy, 
and show in all their works the virtues of Jesus Christ. so that with the holiness of their lives they may be 
stimulants to the people to glorify the holy Name of the Lord by improving their lives by aiming at Chris-
tian perfection. This will happen with greater ease with the grace of God if they are strengthened and en-
couraged by the holy example of our religious, if they see in them great modesty in their deportment, great 
humility and charity in the actions, a high detachment from everything created and from all useless dealings 
with seculars, great withdrawal and silence, which as the guardian of religion, as Saint Bernard says, is the 
key of gold which guards and preserves all the treasure of virtue. So we not only confirm the decrees set 
down, but also we order and command the following be observed:

1. We order that none of our professed religious go out alone, but always with a companion, and when out 
they shall always be together. Nor is it licit under any pretext for one to be in one house and the other in an 
different one, but the companion will always be present. If they need to confess a sick woman or speak with 
any of them, we wish the companion be always in sight, according to the Rules, Chapter XVII. Permission 
will be asked of him, even if he is a lay brother, in order to fulfill this act of humility and obedience to the 
holy Rules.

2. None of our religious is to ask for anything from a benefactor without permission of the rector. If this is 
not done, it is a violation of the vow of poverty, for it makes him a proprietor.

3. No one shall give out or accept anything at the door except the porter or the rector or one so designated 
by the rector.

4. No one shall speak with seculars, especially not with women, or country people, or woodsmen, except 
someone who has been appointed for that by the rector. He shall do so with few words, with great modesty, 
especially of the eyes, and in conformity with what the Rules lay down.

5. No priest or cleric or lay brother shall give alms at the door or elsewhere, nor make any gift, even though 
small, out of devotion or otherwise, or concern himself with the training of the dogs and cats, unless des-
ignated by the rector.
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6. We ordain there shall be an official who has charge of the room where clothes, undershirts, handkerchiefs, 
medicines, tobacco, etc., are kept. That room will have its key kept by that official, who will receive direc-
tions each week from the rector to give to the religious what they need. It is not lawful to provide anything 
without permission. He who has need of tobacco because of illness cannot keep it in his room, but let him 
go to the one appointed, who will do him the charity in place of the rector. This is ordered so that the rector 
will not have so much inconvenience. For this reason we ordain, as is the laudable custom in our Retreats, 
that the religious be given undershirts, drawers, handkerchiefs and tobacco at a specified time.

7. No one shall ask for anything from the lay brother who has charge of the cellar and dispensary. If anyone 
has need of something to eat or drink outside of meals, he will go ask permission from the rector.

8. Let no one be so bold as to say what is to be done in the kitchen concerning food or anything else, nor 
about what is given in the refectory. Getting together one-on-one, complaining about the food and drink, 
is indecent and very unbecoming in a mortified religious. Much less shall any one dare to speak of such 
things with seculars. If some curious person asks what we eat, respond with modesty that the religious of 
the Passion eat what is allowed by the poverty of their holy Rules — and no more.

9. We order and command expressly that in recreation nothing shall be said, and no one is excepted from 
this, about opportune commands for the governing of the house. The rector will give his directions for the 
running of the house at the appropriate time when the signal for silence is sounded. We also wish that in 
recreation there will be no discussion of the missions, spiritual exercises, conferences given in the house, 
nor of what is done in other Retreats. But recreation should be devoutly happy, always mixing in a holy 
discourse so that the heart will not be cooled in its love for God. At the same time, be careful that recreation 
is a time filled with charity so that the mind not only does not remain fixed and turned on distracting and 
disturbing things, but also remains calm, peaceful, and more disposed to find its peace in God.

10. It is not lawful for anyone except the rector or his substitute in his absence to enter the kitchen or refec-
tory outside the time established without permission of the rector.

11. We also command that the lay brothers at noon and in the evening shall not go to recreation until they 
have first taken care of the kitchen and refectory by washing the plates, taking care of things to be prepared, 
cleaning up, and all the rest. At the time of washing the plates and other dishes, one who knows the Miserere 
will recite it, along with the others, as they continue their work and end with some holy discourse so that 
they can go to recreation. When their tasks are completed, let them go with the blessing of the Lord to the 
recreation.

12. We ordain that in the kitchen and garden there will be no speaking except with necessity and that with 
a subdued voice and only about what pertains to the office. If there is no such necessity, let them continue 
their work in silence not only in the corridor, but also in the other corridors.

13. We order and command expressly that no one of our religious will enter into baptismal ceremonies, no 
matter how much asked by benefactors. They cannot baptize, for that is prohibited by the Sacred Councils 
to all religious, since this causes them to be too close to women and can open the way to dissipation of spirit.

14. They are not to eat with elbows on the table or too bent over their food. When they are through eating, 
their elbows are not to be on the table. But with hands inside their sleeves and modestly composed they 
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shall listen to the spiritual reading. We want this observed by all the religious, no one excepted, since this 
is the polite way. To fail would be being contrary to religious modesty.

15. We ordain that on the solitary walk299 the religious shall go out together in silence and alone in a place 
fit for walking with greater recollection, helping one another with a holy example, observing rigorous si-
lence, relieving the mind while taking the air. Let them return to the Retreat with the same silence.

16. Finally, we oblige the rector to be vigilant that these decrees be observed and have them read once a 
week in the public refectory at the end of the meal when all the religious are present. In the rector’s absence, 
his substitute, or who is in his place, cannot change the directives he leaves on pretext of being the rector. 
On the arrival of the rector, the one who took his place will be held to give a precise account of all that 
happened in the rector’s absence.
Given at San Angelo Retreat of our Residence, Territory of Vetralla, November 3, 1752.
Paul of the Cross, General Superior
Francis Anthony of the Crucified, Secretary

___________________________________________________________________
299. Paul, in order to have the religious well prepared for meditation, decreed that after the time for study in the morning and 
afternoon, and before going to the choir for prayer, the religious would go out into the air in the garden, but in silence. Hence the 
“solitary walk.”


